In vitro control analysis of an enzyme system: experimental and analytical developments.
In this paper we describe a flow-through system for reconstituting parts of metabolism from purified enzymes. This involves pumping continuously into a reaction chamber, fresh enzymes and reagents so that metabolic reactions occur in the chamber. The waste products leave the chamber via the outflow so that a steady state can be setup. The system we chose consisted of a single enzyme, lactate dehydrogenase. This enzyme was chosen because it consumes NADH in the chamber which could be monitored spectrophotometrically. The aim of the work was to investigate whether a steady state could be achieved in the flow system and whether a metabolic control analysis could be done. We measured two control coefficients, CLDH and Cpump for the enzyme flux and NADH concentration and confirmed that the summation theorem applied to this system. The advantage of a flow-through system is that the titrations necessary to estimate the control coefficients can be easily and precisely controlled; this means that accurate estimates for the control coefficients can be obtained. In the paper, we discuss some statistical aspects of the data analysis and some possible applications of the technique, including a method to determine the presence of metabolic channelling between two different enzymes.